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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a Pashto digits synthesis system that 

produces the Pashto digits form zero (Sefer) to one thousand 

(Yaw Zar) using a set of Pashto recorded digits stored in the 

speech database. Speech database for the Pashto digits 

synthesizer consist of digits from Sefer (0) to Naha (9), Las 

(10), Shul (20), Dairsh (30), Celwaikht (40), Panzoos (50), 

Shpeta (60), Awaya (70), Atya (80), Nawi (90), Sul (100), and 

Zar (1000). The recording of the Pashto digits has been 

carried out using Sony PCM-M 10 linear Recorder in a noise 

free environment. The recording has been done from one 

person. The recorded audio file of the Pashto digits is split 

into isolated digits by utilizing Adobe Audition ver 1.0. The 

Pashto digits are synthesized through concatenative technique 

using isolated Pashto digits present in the speech database.  

General Terms 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The world is moving rapidly towards automation and there is 

an increase in the interaction of humans with the machinery in 

their daily lives with each passing day, so there is a strong 

need to make human computer interface more natural and 

pervasive [1]. To accomplish this target, the development of 

listening [2], speaking [3] and viewing [4], [5] machines has 

turned into a very hot area of research. The area of research 

that converts text into speech is known as speech synthesis or 

text to speech synthesis (TTS). Speech synthesis produces 

human like speech artificially. A text-to-speech (TTS) system 

transfers normal language text, into acoustic signal. In our 

proposed Pashto digits synthesis, the text that we will be using 

and given as input are only numbers. 

The three basic techniques for synthetic speech production 

are; formant synthesis, articulatory synthesis and 

concatenative synthesis. Articulatory synthesizers are physical 

models based on the full depiction of the physiology of speech 

generation and the physics of sound production in the vocal 

apparatus [6]. Formant synthesis is an illustrative, acoustic-

phonetic technique to speech synthesis [7]. In formant 

synthesis fundamental frequency, and noise levels like 

parameter are changed over time to produce a waveform of a 

synthetic speech. Concatenative synthesis is the production of 

natural sounding synthesized speech waveforms by choosing 

and concatenating speech units from a database [8]. It is the 

most simple but efficient method of generating natural and 

intelligible artificial speech. Formant and concatenative 

synthesis techniques are most commonly used in the speech 

synthesis, while the articulatory synthesis technique is the 

least utilized because of its complex implementation. 

In this work the concatenative technique has been used where 

synthetic speech is produced by concatenating pieces of 

prerecorded speech segments stored in the speech database. 

The quality of a speech synthesizer is measured as its 

capability to be identified and by its likeness to the human 

speech. The most significant qualities of a speech synthesis 

system are intelligibility and naturalness. Naturalness means 

how similar is the generated sound to the human natural 

speech, where as intelligibility is the ease with which the 

generated sound is understood by a listener. The ideal speech 

synthesizer needs to be natural as well as intelligible; 

therefore the speech synthesis research generally aims to 

develop techniques that produce speech which is both natural 

and intelligible.    

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the 

Pashto language and its digits. Section 3 describes the Pashto 

digits recording and its synthesis. Section 4 explains Pashto 

Digits synthesis results and discussion. 

 

2. PASHTO LANGUAGE AND ITS 

DIGITS 
Pashto is the national language of Afghanistan and one of the 

widely spoken languages of Pakistan, having an estimated 50-

60 million speakers all over the world [9]. Pashto language 

has three main dialects, Northern Pashto, Central Pashto and 

Southern Pashto [10]. In Khyber Pakhtoonkhwa (a province 

of Pakistan) and its bordering areas Kunar and Nangahar 

(Afghanistan provinces) the Northern Pashto is mostly 

spoken. The Northern Pashto is also spoken mostly by the 

Pushtun people living abroad. This dialect is also named as 

Pakhto, Pukhto and Yusufzai Pukhto.     

In Bannu, Wazirstan, and Karak areas of the Khyber 

Pakhtoonkhwa Central Pashto is verbal. It is also called as 

Waciri (Waziri) and Bannuchi (Bannochi, Bannu). Southern 

Pashto is spoken in Quetta area of Balochistan province and 

also in Afghanistan, Iran, Tajikistan, United Arab Emirates, 

and United Kingdom. 
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In Pashto language the number system is similar to the most 

further foreign languages for example Persian [2], Arabic [11] 

and other languages [9], in which every digit from zero to ten 

has different name, similarly in the Pashto language case 

every digits from Sefer (0) to Las (10) has different 

pronunciation. The numbers subsequent to Las (10), Yawo-las  

Table: 1 Pashto digits of Yousafzai/ Northern Pashto 

dialect 

Digits Pashto words Pashto digits Pronunciation 

 Sefer ٠ صفر 0

 Yaw ١ يى 1

 Dwa ٢ دؤه 2

 Dray ٣ درے 3

 Celour ٤ څلىر 4

 Penza ٥ پنځو 5

 Shpeg ٦ شپږ 6

 Owa ٧ أوؤه 7

 Ata ٨ أتو 8

 Naha ٩ نهو 9

 Las ١٠ لس 10

 Yawo- Las ١١ يى لس 11

 do- Las ١٢ دؤه لس 12

أر لسيد 13  ١٣ Dyar- Las 

 Swaar- Las ١٤ څىأر لس 14

 Penza- Las ١٥ پنځو لس 15

 Shparh-as ١٦ شپاړس 16

 Owa- Las ١٧ أوؤه لس 17

 Ata- Las ١٨ أتو لس 18

 Noo- Las ١٩ نى لس 19

 Shul ٢٠ شل 20

شتييى 21  ٢١ Yaw-Vesht 

شتيدؤه و 22  ٢٢ Dwa—Vesht 

شتيدرے و 23  ٢٣ Dray-Vesht 

شتيڅلىر و 24  ٢٤ Celour-Vesht 

شتيپنځو و 25  ٢٥ Penza-Vesht 

شتيشپږ و 26  ٢٦ Shpag-Vesht 

شتيأوؤه و 27  ٢٧ Owa-Vesht 

شتيأتو و 28  ٢٨ Ata-Vesht 

شتينهو و 29  ٢٩ Naha-Vesht 

رشيد 30  ٣٠ Dairsh 

ښتيڅلى 40  ٤٠ Celwaikht 

 Panzoos ٥٠ پنځىس 50

 Shpeta ٦٠ شپىتو 60

 Awaya ٧٠ اوىو 70

 Atya ٨٠ اتىو 80

 Nawi ٩٠ نىي 90

 Sul ١٠٠ سل 100

 Zar ١٠٠٠ زر 1000

 

(11) to Noo-las (19) have similar postfix Las with each 

number from Yaw (1) to Naha (9) with small variation, 

whereas from Yaw-Vesht (21) to Naha-Vesht (29) the similar 

postfix is Vesht with number from Yaw (1) to Naha (9) as a 

prefix. The same prototype is followed for all numbers upto 

sul (100). For the numbers greater than hundred i.e. from 

Yaw-Yaw-Sul (101) to Naha-Nawi-Yaw-Sul (199) in this 

case for the tens numbers the same criteria has repeated as in 

case of from Yaw (0) to Sul (100) with addition of common 

postfix Yaw-sul and the same criteria has been repeated for 

number upto (999) but the difference is that only postfix 

changes e.g. number from Yaw-Dwa-Sul (201) to Naha-

Nawi-Dwa-Sul (299) have postfix Dwa-Sul, similarly 

numbers from Yaw-Dray-Sul (301) Naha-Nawi-Dray-Sul 

(399) Yaw-Celour-Sul (401) Naha-Nawi-Celour-Sul (499) 

Yaw-Penza-Sul (501) Naha-Nawi-Penza-Sul (599) Yaw-

Shpeg-Sul (601) Naha-Nawi-Shpeg-Sul (699) Yaw-Owa-Sul 

(701) Naha-Nawi-Owa-Sul (799) Yaw-Ata-Sul (801) Naha-

Nawi-Ata-Sul (899) Yaw-Naha-Sul (901) Naha-Nawi-Naha-

Sul (999) have common postfix of Dray-Sul, Celour-Sul, 

Penza-Sul, Shpeg-Sul, Owa-Sul, Ata-Sul, and Naha-Sul 

respectively. 

There are various modifications of this prototype amongst 

different areas/dialects. The digits incorporated in this paper 

are from the Yousafzai/ Northern Pashto dialect listed in 

Table 1. 

 

3. PASHTO DIGITS RECORDING AND 

SYNTHESIS 
First of all the Pashto digits have been recorded. The speech 

database is then developed from the recorded digits. The 

details of the recording and database development are 

provided in the following subsections.  

3.1 Pashto Digits Recording  
The process of Pashto Digits recording has been depicted in 

Figure 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1: Pashto digits recording 

 

For the recoding of the Pashto digits, we have used the Sony 

PCM-M 10 Linear Recorder. Speaker who could speak the 

Yousafzai dialect fluently and perfectly were selected for 

recording of the Pashto digits. The recording was conducted 

in a noise free environment. The library of the university was 

used for recording. Before starting the recording of the Pashto 

digits, a few digits have been recorded for testing of the 

recorder and to check the sensitivity level of the recorder and 

to fix the signal to noise ratio. After the adjustment of 

sensitivity level as well as signal to noise ratio, the recording 

of Pashto digits was conducted. The speaker has spoken 

Isolated Pashto 

Digits 

Splitting of the 

Recoded Pashto 

Digits 

Pashto Digits 

Recording 
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Pashto digits from Sefer (0) to Sul (100) after that directly 

spoke Zar (1000). After the recording, the recorded Pashto 

digits file are split into isolated Pashto digits by using adobe 

edition ver 1.0 and saved the resulting isolated Pashto digits in 

.wav format having a sampling rate of 16 kHz, channels mono 

and 16 bit resolution. By splitting the recorded Pashto digits 

we have obtained isolated digits from Sefer (0) to naha (9) 

then Las (10), Shul (20), Dairsh (30), Celwaikht (40), Panzoos 

(50), Shpeta (60), Awaya (70), Atya (80), Nawi (90), Sul 

(100), and Zar (1000). The speech database for the Pashto 

digits synthesis system consists of these few isolated Pashto 

digits. 

 

3.2 Pashto Digits Synthesis 
The Pashto digits synthesis is illustrated in Figure 2. 

3.2.1 Text Processing 
The text of the input number is given by the user in the string 

format. The number string is then separated into digits. Based 

on the digit value and its position, sampled data of respective 

speech is the selected such as for (33), it will be read as Dray 

Dairsh. 

                  Number 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                  Pashto Digits Speech 

Fig 2: Pashto Digits Synthesis 

3.2.2 Morphological Analysis 
Pashto digits can be explained in terms of a morphological 

dictionary, which gives a list of 0 to 9 digits, the matlab result 

is shown below. 

lex =  

    '1' 

    '2' 

    '3' 

    '4' 

    '5' 

    '6' 

    '7' 

    '8' 

    '9' 

    '0' 

 

3.2.3 Pashto Digits Concatenative Synthesis 
In concatenative synthesis we concatenate the isolated Pashto 

digits from the speech database, which have been created 

from a few isolated Pashto digits that contains Sefer (0) to 

naha (9) then Las (10), Shul (20), Dairsh (30), Celwaikht (40), 

Panzoos (50), Shpeta (60), Awaya (70), Atya (80), Nawi (90), 

Sul (100), and Zar (1000). Through concatenation of these 

few isolated Pashto digits we produce Pashto digits from 

Yaw-las (11) to Yaw-zar (1000). 

 

4.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Figure 3 shows the plot of the signal for the Pashto digit 

Celour (four), and Figure 4 shows the plot of Dairsh (thirty). 

These two digits i.e. Celour (four) and Dairsh (thirty) are 

present in the speech database but Celour Dairsh (thirth four) 

is not present in the speech database. By concatenating Celour 

(4) and Dairsh (thirty), Celour Dairsh (34) is produce and 

similarly other digits too from Yaw Las (11) upto Yaw Zar 

(1000). For comparing the plot of synthesized concatenative 

Pashto digits Celour Dairsh is shown in Figure 5 and the plot 

of recorded Celour Dairsh (34) shown in Figure 6. 

 

Fig 3: Speech Signal Plot for Pashto Digit Celour 

(four) 

 

Fig 4: Speech Signal Plot for Pashto number Dairsh 

(thirty) 

 

Morphological Analysis 

Text Processing 

Concatenative synthesis 
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Fig 5: Speech Signal Plot for Concatenated Pashto 

number Celour Dairsh (thirty four) 

 

Fig 6: Speech Signal Plot for Recorded Pashto number 

Celour Dairsh (thirty four) 

Synthetically generated Celour Dairsh (34) by the 

concatenative technique sound naturally just like to the human 

speech and comparing its plot with that of recorded Celour 

Dairsh (34), both looks similar. 

Similarly the speech for the other Pashto digits and numbers is 

synthesized by concatenating those few isolated Pashto digits 

present in the speech database and studied both in terms of 

intelligibility in term of comparing their plots with those of 

the natural human speech. 

It was found that the synthetic speech produced through the 

concatenative approach was similar to that of the natural 

speech both in intelligibility and the resultant signal, however 

the plot for the synthesized number and recorded number 

differ slightly at the point of concatenation. 
 

5. CONCLUSION  
The research presented in this paper is a first work on the 

Pashto Speech Synthesis and on Concatenative Pashto Digits 

Synthesis.  The Pashto numbers from sefer (0) to Yaw-zar 

(1000) are produced by concatenating isolated digits from a 

limited isolated Pashto digits database. 

6. FUTURE WORK  
In this research work the Concatenative based Pashto digits 

synthesizer has been presented. In future work, the problem of 

discontinuity of the synthesized number will be considered. 

The Pashto digits will also be synthesized through formant 

synthesis technique. The methods will also be extended to the 

Pashto continuous speech synthesis in the future besides the 

application of other techniques, such statistical techniques. 
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